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 ̘ Guaranteed early check-in into a suite if signature suite is not available upon check-in

 ̘ Private after-opening tour at the Moco Museum (with Banksy and Roy Lichtenstein on  
exposition) and a complimentary Roy Lichtenstein catalogue

Get exclusive after-opening access to the Moco 
 Museum when booking a Signature Suite and;

Offer valid for stay dates in November, December 2017 and January, Febuary 2018
Blackout dates: 13-16 November, 30-31 December, 6-9 February

Can be booked in combination with other LTA and signature suite benefits/inclusions
Rates are inclusive of VAT, exclusive city tax, subject to availabilty

Book by 31 December 2017

For more information please visit our website: www.conservatoriumhotel.com
 For reservations call: +31 (0)20 570 0075 or email: reservations@conservatoriumhotel.com
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Penthouse Suite

I ♥ Amsterdam Suite

Concerto Suite

The elegant 170m² / 1829 ft² Penthouse Suite has floor to ceiling  
windows that overlook the neo-Gothic building of the historical 

Conservatorium, courtyard and Brasserie with a view of the  
Rijksmuseum and Amsterdam beyond. 

Furnished with Persian rugs, the large, bright living room and dining 
room have personalized pantry support for special events or dinners for 
up to eight guests. Featuring a super-size 80-inch monitor screen, the 

dining room can be used as a private cinema area.

The I Love Amsterdam Suite is a beautiful 155 m² / 1668 ft² triplex 
with a high-level view of the Amsterdam skyline. Located on the top 

floor, the space is defined by the historic architecture of wooden 
beams.

 
The room has a rooftop terrace, which offers a 360 degree view of 
Amsterdam. The suite is divided into three levels with a spacious 

bathroom which creates an original and entertaining experience of 
Amsterdam. 

The Concerto Suite is a unique duplex of 90 m² / 968 ft². It has a 
separate sitting and dining room with kitchenette and historic archi-

tectural windows which brings in great natural daylight.

The room offers a comfortable working space with state-of-the-art  
in-room entertainment.

The very spacious bathroom has a freestanding oval stone bath tub 
and a separate rainfall shower. The bedroom on the duplex level 

offers a beautiful view of the courtyard.


